Sydenham & Forest Hill Branch CND

Annual Spring Plant Fair at
Venner Road Hall, on
Saturday 14th May, 2016 from
2.00 - 4.00 p.m.

to be opened by Councillor Chris Best

Come and join our
Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament

Admission 50 pence
raising money for the

CHERNOBYL
CHILDREN'S FUND
TRIDENT IS WORSE THAN USELESS

Only Nine Countries have Nuclear Weapons

Renewing Trident violates the Nuclear non-Proliferation Treaty, setting a bad example to North Korea and other countries. Most successful industrial nations such as Germany, don't waste their resources on something that can never legally or morally be used.

It's All About Status

Labour and Conservative MPs openly admit that renewing Trident is about the UK's status, but real status comes from having successful industries that produce something useful and economically sustainable, not from owning weapons of mass destruction.

Trident Renewal Doesn't Save Jobs

For the cost of Trident, we could save the UK steel industry and produce something useful, saving thousands more jobs. If all the steel produced was given away for free, it would still be a better deal for the taxpayer than renewing Trident. Alternatively, it would pay for 150,000 nurses or 1.5 million affordable homes.

David Cameron will not "Press the Button"

Even Cameron is not so insane that he would destroy this country and probably the world, but Trident is dependent on the USA. It would be the US government, possibly Donald Trump, that would decide whether to use our country as a launchpad, inviting catastrophic retaliation.

Trident does not protect us from Terrorism

We need to stop bombing civilians around the world, and then we won't be a target for terrorism.